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International law has been taught in Kharkiv since the establishment of the
Imperial Kharkiv University in 1805.1
Little information is available about the early period of teaching this legal dis-
cipline at the University. International law was taught then within the academic
courses of <<National Law> and <<Diplomacy>>. The first lecturer on international law
I See: Haqionazbna 1opH1AHHa aKageMb YKpaiHH iMeHi Apoclana Myqporo. 1804-2009 / peq. Koji.: B. A. Tanidii,
B. B. Cramic, A. HI. FeTbmaH Ta iH. [National Yaroslav Mudry Academy of Law of Ukraine. 1804-2009 / editorial
board: V. Ya. Tatsii, V. V. Stashys, A. P. Hetman et al] (Kharkiv, 2009), pp. 9, 192.
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was Johan Schad (1758-1834), the dean of the department of law. One chapter of
his monograph Institutiones juris naturae (1814), published in Latin at Kharkiv, was
devoted to the law of nations.1 His dangerous freethinking, which can be seen in this
study, precipitated the banishment of Professor Johan Schad from Russia.2
Commencing from 1835, international law was taught as a separate academic sub-
ject. A new professorial chair was created at the University called <<The Fundamental
Principles ofJus Gentium>>. The first head was Tykhon Fedorovych Stepanov (1795-
1847), a graduate of Kharkiv University.
Although an extremely busy person as head of this chair and dean of the department
of law, and later the Prorector of the University, Stepanov managed to write a course
in international law <<Jus gentium in Interrelation with Diplomacy>> (in two volumes),
the first such course in Russia. The book was ready to go to the printing house in 1847,
but Stepanov died and his book remained in manuscript. Nothing was known about the
fate of this study until the manuscript was eventually found in an archive in Kharkiv
by another professor of the international law chair, V. Semenov, in the mid-twentieth
century.3 Subsequently, Semenov and N. Ulianova, a researcher from Kyiv, published
an article about that book in the Soviet Yearbook of International Law. <<Stepanov's
course>>, the authors pointed out in that publication, <<is characterized by an interwo-
ven coverage of the natural-law and positive-law areas>>.
At about the same time, another study was completed at that chair devoted to
international law. In the 1990s, working in the manuscripts archive of the scientific
library of Kharkiv University, 0. Tarasov came across the manuscript of a course
of lectures entitled <<The Law of Nations>>, with no name of the author or date
indicated.? In Tarasov's opinion, this work dated back to the 1844-1845 academic
year. Notably, the author of the course makes use of the term <<philosophical law of
nations>> instead of the term <<natural law>>, and <<practical law of nations>> instead of
<<positive law>>.
In 1859 this newly renamed chair of international law was headed by the outstand-
ing scholar of international renown, Professor Dmytro Ivanovych Kachenovskyi
(1827-1872). The doctoral dissertation of Kachenovskyi <<On privateers and prize
law proceedings regarding precarious trade>> (1855)6 was among the best monographs
proposing specific reforms, which soon found reflection in the 1856 Paris Declaration
Respecting Maritime Law. On a visit to England he put forward ideas to coordinate the
efforts of international law scholars and for the codification of international law.7 The
I See: Institutiones juris naturae. Conscripsit in isum auditorium suorum Joannes Schad (Charkoviae typis
Universitatis, 1814), pp. 403-408.
2 D. I. Bagalei, YgaIeHne upobeccopa H. E. IIlaga H3 XapbKoBcKoro yHHmepcuTeTa: marepanmi aini 6norpanuaecKoro
cnIonapsi upobeccopon XapbKoBcKoro yHHBepcTera [Removal of Professor J. T. Schad from the Kharkiv University:
Materials for the Biographical Dictionary of Professors of the Kharkiv University] (Kharkiv: Zilberh, 1899). - 147 p.
3 Note should be made that following the reorganization of the archives after 1960, this manuscript of T. Stepanov was
lost to researchers and re-surfaced only recently in Kyiv. See: T. F Stepanov, <O6ueHapolHoe npaBo B COOKyHHOCT4
c qunijiomaTeiib> [Jus Gentium in Interrelationships with Diplomacy] in AHTonoriH yKpalHCbKOl HayKoBoY LyMKI:
B 10 Tomax, vol. 8 (Mi>Hapo1He ipaBo) [International Law] / editorial board: Yu. S. Shemshuchenko (Head),
V. N. Denysov (managing editor) et al. - K.: Yurydychna Knyha, 2004. - pp. 39-72.
V. C. Semenov, N. N Ulianova, <IlepBbii pyccKnii Kypc me>AvyHapoLIHoro ipaBa>> [The First Russian Course in
International Law], COBeTcKiit eAxeroLHHIK MeA(yHapoLIHoro upana [Soviet Yearbook of International Law] (M.:
Nauka, 1961), p. 245.
<<Hpaeo HapoqoB>>. PyKornict. [Law of Nations. Manuscript]. - 476 p. (Code: 938 1841/C).
6 D. I. Kachenocskyi, 0 Kanepax u uHI430BOM cylopopO3BOLCTBe B OTHOmeHII4 K HeiiTpaAbHOi4 Toproaire [On
Privateers and Prize Law Proceedings Regarding Precarious Trade] (M., 1855), pp. 16, 175.
See: V. E. Hrabar, Marepnanti K 1crop1n Me>AtyHapoLIHoro upana B Poccun (1674-1917) [Materials on the
History of International Law in Russia (1674-1917) (scientific editing, biographical sketch, and bibliography by
W. E. Butler; preface by V. A. Tomsinov (managing editor)) (M.: Zerkalo, 2005), pp. 421-422.
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proposals advanced by Kachenovskyi were realized after his death, when the Institute
of International Law was established. Also Kachenovskyi initiated the publication of a
course on international law, although only two volumes were printed in 1863 and 1866.1
The contemporaries of Kachenovskyi described him as the best lecturer in Russia. For
example, the historian M. Kovalevskyi wrote that Kachenovsky had <<educated several
generations on the ideas of civil equality, public liberty, and popular self-government>. 2
<<His lectures ... made it possible to capture with a single glance the progressive course
of social and political reforms in its principal and substantial features. His erudition
was broad and fundamental, and his rendition talented and eloquent. I have not heard
a better professor in Russia>>
Following Kachenovskyi's death, the chair of international law chair was headed
by his student, Andrii Mykolaiovych Stoianov (1831-1907), who occupies a place of
honor in the history of international law. Stoianov was the author of one of the best
studies devoted to international law of those times - the course of lectures which he
taught in the 1873/74 academic year. This was the first detailed systemic course in
international law, which also addressed fundamentals of international criminal and
international private law.4
Another prominent representative of the Kharkiv School was Vsevolod Piievych
Danevskyi (1852-1898), the son of an outstanding judicial reformer, who graduated
from the Moscow University with a gold medal. Major works include his magister
dissertation (defended in Kharkiv)6 and doctoral dissertation (defended in Kyiv). 6
Danevskyi opposed the reactionary principles of legitimism and political equilibrium
and supported the principal of nationality. This scholar addressed other issues of
international law: the codification of international law, congresses and conferences,
the extradition of political criminals, the prevention of slave trade, and others.7 He
D. I. Kachenocskyi, Kypc me>AtyHapoLIHoro upana [International Law Course] (Kharkiv, 1863), LXVIII. -
Part 1. - 120 p.; D. I. Kachenocskyi, Kypc me>AtyHapoLIHoro upana [International Law Course] (Kharkiv, 1866). -
Book 2. - 215 p.
2 M. M. Kovalenskyi, <MOH A13Hb' [My Life], in Hcrops 14 n1cropnui. HcTopnorpagruaecKii c60pHHrK [History
and Historians. Historiographical Collection] (M., 1975), p. 281.
3 M. M. Kovalecskyi, < Moe HayuHoe H4 ITeparypHoe CKHTaIbIeCTBO> [My Scientific and Literary Vagrancy], in
PyccKaH MbIcJIb [The Russian Thought], no. 1 (1895), p. 64. See also: V. A. Yastrszhembsky, KaueHOBCKHfi KaK yueHbli
u npenolaBaTeAb / HamrH AM1Tpi. HaaHOBua KaqeHOBcKoro: TopxecTBeHHoe 3acelaHue IOpur-ro 06mecTEa
upu HMH. XapbKoBcKoro YH-Te 22 HO56p 1903 r. [D. I. Kachenowskyi, as a Scientist and a Teacher: A Solemn
Meeting of the Legal Society at the Imperial Kharkiv University on 22 November 1903] (Kharkiv, 1905), pp. 1-20.
A. N. Stoianov, OuepKx 1crop1n u LorMaTKH me>AtyHapoLIHoro upana [Essays on the History and Dogmas of
International Law] (Kharkiv, 1866), pp. 10, 742.
V. P. Danevskyi, CUCTeMa nonrviTviuecKoro paBHOBecHig i AerHvTHMHi3Ma H4 HauaJlO HauHOHafbHOCTHi B HIX B3aHMHOi
cB3H4 [The System of Political Equilibrium and Legitimism and the Beginnings of Nationality in their Mutual
Connection] (Saint Petersburg: R. Golike, 1882), VI. - 332 p.
6 V. P. Danevskyi, HcropiusecKii ouepK He Tpanvrera u KpuvTvKv flapwxcKoii mopcKoi qexjiapauui 4/16 anpenm
1856 r. HcropHR HeHTpanvirera no oTHOIIeHHIO K MopCKon Topro~ne, yueHi ny6unitcroE o upaaX HeiiTpaibHblX
u vcciiegoaHue flapwxcKoil mopcKoi qexAapauuu [Historical Outline of Neutrality and Critique of the Paris
Maritime Declaration of 4-16 April 1856. The History of Neutrality in Merchant Trading, the Teachings of Public
Law Scholars on Belligerent Rights and a Study of the Paris Maritime Declaration] (M.: K. Indrikh, 1879), XIV. -
466 p.
SV. P. Danevskyi, <Btiqaua upecryIHHKOB H upeHHr O Hen B oKc( opgcKon ceccuu reHTCKOTO HHCTHITyTa
memAyHapoLHboro ipaBa> [Extradition of Criminals and its Discussion at the Oxford Session of the Gent Institute
of International Law], IOpwinsecKvii BecTHHK [Legal Herald], no. 12 (1880), pp. 517-563; V. P. Danevskyi,
<KoHrpeccbi u KoHepeHHH, KaK opraHbl o6ieHiH2 MeA(y HapolaMun> [Congresses and Conferences as Forums for
Communication among Nations], Ha6IonlaTenb [Observer], no. 1 (1885), pp. 134-174; V. P. Danevskyi, <Mticanv
o KanepcrBe 1i Mopcoin BoiHe> [Thoughts about Profiteering and Maritime Warfare], in IOpwinsecKifi BecTHHK
[Legal Herald], no. 4 (1878), pp. 459-489, and Ha6IonlaTenb [Observer], no. 10 (1883), pp. 73-94; V. P. Danevskyi,
<0 60pt6e c Herporoprornieio u pa60BnaleHHeM> [On Fighting Negro Trading and Slave Ownership], PyccKaH
MticaIt [Russian Thought], no. 9 (1892), pp. 1-24; V. P. Danevskyi, <OcHOBaHHH Me>AVyHapo4HOro ipaBa, ero
up4H4rHbl Hi uenvA>> [Fundamentals of International Law, its Principles and Objectives], IOpwinsecKvifi BecTHHK
[Legal Herald], no. 5 (1880), pp. 116-141 etc.;
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published a survey of contemporary literature on international lawl in 1876, and a
manual to teach the history and system of international law. 2
Following Danevskyi, international law was taught at Kharkiv University by
international lawyers from various cities of the Russian Empire: M. Dogel (from
Kazan University), M. A. Taube (from St. Petersburg University), V. A. Ulianitsky
(from Moscow University), and others.
The last head of the Chair of International Law in the prerevolutionary period was
another graduate of the Kharkiv University, Volodymyr Antonovych Yastrzembsky
(1866-after 1927), author of a fundamental study on capitulations in the Ottoman
Empire (1905).3
The interval between the Great War and World War II, fraught with revolution-
ary turmoil, civil war, famine, mass repressions, and total censorship, could not be
characterized as being fruitful in the history of the Kharkiv School of international
law. The aforementioned events had a negative impact on the teaching of interna-
tional law and the level of domestic international law studies.
The year 1920 saw the establishment, on the basis of the department of law of
the Kharkiv University, of the Kharkiv Institute of National Economy. In 1930 the
Kharkiv Institute of National Economy was renamed the Kharkiv Institute of Law
and Soviet Construction; in 1933, the All-Ukrainian Communist Institute of Soviet
Construction; and in 1937, the Kharkiv Institute of Law.4
In the early post-revolutionary years, Volodymyr Yastrzembsky continued to
teach international law in Kharkiv6 (through 1926). He was followed by Professor
Oleksandr Mykolayovych Gladstern (1887-1937) and, following the latter's depar-
ture to Moscow, by Professor Mykhailo Mykhailovych Lozynsky (1880-1937).
Lozynsky came to work at the Kharkiv Institute of National Economy in October
1927, when students were being taught international law based on the course by
E. A. Korovin (1926) and an abridged translation of the course of lectures on this
subject by E Arkush. Within three years Lozynsky published his own textbook of
international law,6 the first textbook in the Ukrainian language, which was second to
none in the USSR measured by the richness of its material.7
International law studies were initially centered in the public law section of the
research Chair <<Modern Problems of Law> at the Kharkiv Institute of National
Economy (headed by N. Palienko). 8 Starting from autumn 1930, they were shifted to
1 V. P. Danevskyi, OuepK HOBeImei iHTeparypti no me)MyHap0oLHOMy upany [An Outline of Contemporary
Literature on International Law] (Saint Petersburg, 1876), IV. - 273 p.
2 V. P. Danevskyi, < foco6ne K H3yMHIO H4CTopn 14 c4cTeMbI MeA>KyHapoLIHoro ipaBa> [Manual for Studying
History and System of International Law] (Kharkiv: A. N. Husev Printing- House, 1982). - Issue 1. - pp. 2, 230.
3 V. Yastrzembsky, 0 KanriyanxIwx B OTTOmaHCKOii MHnepun [On Capitulations in the Ottoman Empire] (Kharkiv:
<Pechatnoe Delo> K. N. Haharna, 1905). - 510 p.
See: Haiona Ina 1op1414qH dKadMlH YKpaiHH IMCHi Ipocilaa Myjporo. 1804-2009 / peg. Koji.: B. A. Tani,
B. B. Cramuc, A. fl. FeTbmaH Ta iH. [National Yaroslav Mudry Academy of Law of Ukraine. 1804-2009 / editorial
board: V. Ya. Tatsii, V. V. Stashys, A. P. Hetman et al] (Kharkiv, 2009), pp. 9, 192.
5 Of all Yastrzemsky's publications after the revolution, we are only aware of a single article: V. Yastrzembsky,
<Jura Haniuh> [The League of Nations], BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTmHH [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 16 (1924),
pp. 495-498.
M. M. Lozynskyi, Mi>Hapo1He npaBo [International Law] (Poltava: Proletar, 1931). - 513 p.
7 See V. S. Semenov, 0. Ya. Trahniuk, <JIO3HHCbKHnl MuxaiAto MHxairOBHw>l [Mykhailo Mykhailovych Lozynskyi],
in AHToIoriH yKpalHCbKOl HayKoBoY LyMK4: B 10 Tomax, vol. 8 (MimHapoHe ipaBo) [International Law] / editorial
board: Yu. S. Shemshuchenko (Head), V. N. Denysov (managing editor) et al. - Kyiv: Yurydychna Knyia, 2004. -
pp. 383-386.See: <<KpamKoe coo6weHne 0 COCTaBe xapxoBECK4X iopcrvon-me>)yHapoIHHIKOB B 1928 r.: XpoHHKa> [Iformation
inl Brief about the Composition of the Kharkiv International Lawyers in 1928: Chronicles], Me>tayHapoiHoe npaBo
[International Law], no. 2-3 (1928), p. 77.
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the Chair of International Law of the Research Institute of Soviet Construction and
Law (headed by Gladstern,' and from 1931 by Lev Isaevych Velychko, a specialist
in the history of international relations of the Near and Middle East). In addition,
a new section was established at the Research Institute of Soviet Construction and
Law to study the bourgeois State and international law (section headed by Hryhoriy
Volodymyrovych Sodin (1903-1937)).
The massive repressions of the 1930s inflicted irreparable damage on the
Kharkiv School of international law. Among many others, Lozynsky was taken
into custody on 21 March 1933 and faced the firing squad on 3 November 1937. H.
Sodin was shot summarily on 9 March 1937.2 Gladstern was arrested on 16 March
1937, when he was working already at the All-Union Academy of Foreign Trade in
Moscow, and died on 17 December 1937. Velychko was also executed in 1937. The
fate remains unknown of L. Volozh, the author of the monograph on capitalist inter-
national law (Kharkiv, 1933),3 a postgraduate student of Lazar Emmanuilovych
Berezov, who published his articles on international law in the Vidomosti radian-
skoyi justyciji (Gazette of Soviet Justice) in 1928-1930.4 Another postgraduate
student (and subsequently lecturer and consular office head) Petro Serhiiovych
Trublaevych (1903-winter 1941/42) left for Moscow in March 1939 and perished
1 A. Gladstern graduated from the department of law of the Kharkiv University in 1916. Thereafter, lie taught
at the Irkutsk University in 1917-1924. From October 1924, lie held the position of a Professor at the KhING.
From among his studies, one could single out the following works: A. Gladstern, <OTeTcTeHHOCTb 4HOCTpaHHbIX
crpaxontix o6muecT no nonircan, BIAaHHbIM B Poccun> [Liability of Foreign Insurance Societies under Polices
Issued in Russia], BecTHHK COBeTCKOI IOCTHuHH [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 21 (1925), pp. 824-827; A. Gladstern,
<<lHuiJIomaraTwecKle 6paKn [Diplomatic Marriages], BecTHH<K COBeTCKOi IOCTHUHH [Herald of SovietJustice], no.13
(1926), pp. 516-521; A. Gladstern, <AoroBopbi JIoKapHO> [Locarno Agreements], BecTHHK COBeTCKO IOCTHUHIH
[Herald of SovietJustice], no. 6-7 (1927), pp. 2 4 7 -251; A. Gladstern, <ConeTcKoe npano nepe aHLTiHnCKHM cygom
(AoroBopBI cTpaxonaH45I, 3aKJIOueHHbIe B Poccun go peoJoHu44)> [Soviet Law as Considered by the English
Court (Insurance Contracts Issued in Russia Prior to the Revolution), BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTmHH [Herald of
SovietJustice], no. 14 (1928), pp. 4 2 6 -428; A. Gladstern, <HHCTHITyT 4HOCTpaHHOO HyiJIuHoro upana B BepAHe>
[The Institute of Foreign Public Law in Berlin], BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTmHH [Herald of SovietJustice], no. 15-16
(1928), p. 4 7 4 . His earlier publication printed when lie was teaching in Irkutsk include: A. Gladstern, MeAwIyHapoHoe
uHr43HRHI4Le -IOpe u ge-baKTo [International Acknowledgement of de jure and de facto] (Irkutsk, 1924). - 27 p.;
A. Gladstern, fpaBonaq 6a3a COBpeeMHHbIX aHro-pyccKnx oTHOmeii [Legal Basis of English-Russian Relations]
Irkutsk, 1924).
See: Xepmet penpeccui [Victims of Repressions], (K.: Jurinform, 1993), pp. 236-239.
3 L. Volozh, flpo KaniTaJIicTHHe MiA(HapoqHe <<npao> [On capitalist International Law'] / edited by L. Aklimatov
(Kharkiv: <Rad. Budivnytstvo>>, 1933) - 134 p. See also: L. Volozh, <<Aura Hauuii [The League of Nations], BecTHHK
coneTcKoi iocriUown [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 15-16 (1928), pp. 440-443; L. Volozh, <<Me>awyHapoIHO-
upaBoBoe 3HaueHHe HraKTa Kennora [International -Law Significance of the Kellogg Pact], BecTHH<K COBeTCKOi
IOCTmHH [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 22 (1928), pp. 671-673; L. Volozh, <<Jira Hauiil i IoKTp4Ha MOHpo [The
League of Nations and the Monroe Doctrine], BicHHK pajHHCbKOY IOCTHii [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 4 (1929),
pp. 98-101; L. Volozh, <MiHapoLIHO-upaBona xapan7epncrea pajHHCbKO-XiHCbKoTo KOH(JAiKTy>> [International-
Law Characteristics of the Soviet-China Conflict], BicHH<K pagAHCbKO1 IOCTuil [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 18
(1929), p. 527-530; L. Volozh, <MimHapoIHHii MaHjaT> [The International Mandate], BicHHK paA5IHCbKOl IOCTiui
[Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 19 (1929), pp. 559-562; L. Volozh, <<flocTifiHa raaTa MiAHapoIHOT CBaBOi> [The
Permanent Chamber of Arbitrariness], BicHHK pajHHCbKOY IOCT0mii [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 23 (1929),
pp. 694-695; L. Volozh, <<Cupana BecejoacbKoro> [The Besedovskyi Case], BicHHK paAIHCbKOl IOCTHii [Herald of
Soviet Justice], no. 1 (1930), pp. 18-22; L. Volozh, <<Jira Hauii i <<CBmeHHii COIO3> (AO 10 poKOBHH iCHyIaHHH
Airn Hauiiii)> [The League of Nations and the <<Sacred Union>> (On the League of Nations' 10th Anniversary)],
BiCHH<K pajHHCbKOY IOCTHii [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 4 (1930), pp. 110-114; L. Volozh, <HOTaTKI upo
MiA(HapoLIHe ipaBo> [Notes on International Law], BicHHK paA5IHCbKOl IOCTmil [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 18
(1930), pp. 514-517; and no. 19 (1930), pp. 549-552.
See: L. Berezov, <HoBbIe TeHeH44 Me>AtyHapoLIHoro upana B ocBeueHHH 6yp>ya3HoTo Iopucra> [The New Trends
of International Law Described by a Bourgeois Lawyer], BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTmHH [Herald of Soviet Justice],
no. 24 (1928), pp. 720-722; L. Berezov, H. Sodin, <MetxjyHapoLIHoe npano nepexoiHoro nepuoja (AoKiamI)
[International Law of the Transitional Period (Reports)], BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTHUHH [Herald of Soviet Justice],
no. 9 (115) (1928), pp. 2 7 7 -281; L. Berezov, PeueH3HH Ha mypHa <Me>fyHapoiHOe npaBo> [Critical Evaluation of
the International LawJournal], BecTHHK COBeTCKOi IOCTmHH [Herald of SovietJustice], no. 18 (1929), pp.550-551;
L. Berezov, <<TeopiH <<opraHi30BaHoro> KalliTali3My Ta cyuacHe MiA(HapoLIHe npaBo [The Theory of <<Organized&
Capitalism and Contemporary International Law], BicHHK pajHHCbKOY IOCTHii [Herald of Soviet Justice], no. 10- 11
(1930), pp. 3 1 2 -314.
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during the Second World War. Academician Volodymyr Mykhailovych Koretsky
(1890-1984) was the only scholar from among the prewar generation of Kharkiv
international law students who succeeded in transferring to the succeeding gen-
erations the achievements of the Kharkiv School of international law. During the
prewar period, Koretsky taught the history of private law institutes, international
private law, international economic law, and others. He headed the Chair of the
History of State and Law from 1937. In 1928 he wrote an original study on inter-
national commercial lawl and defended his doctoral dissertation devoted to the
<<major issues of international private law in the Anglo-Saxon judicial practice with
regard to cases involving the interests of the USSR>>.2
The early steps towards the revival of the Kharkiv School of international law
were undertaken at the Kharkiv Institute of Law by Koretsky. In 1944 he intro-
duced a course on international law and, starting from 1947, held the chair of inter-
national law there. The first postgraduate students3 supervised by Koretsky at the
Kharkiv Institute of Law were future professors of international law: I. I. Lukashuk,4
V. Semenov,s M. Yanovskyi, 6 and Associate Professors D. Oleksandrikov7 and
L. Kolomentseva.8
In 1948, upon the proposal of the Academic Council of the Kharkiv Institute of
Law, Professor V. M. Koretsky was elected Academician of the Academy of Sciences
of the Ukrainian SSR (for international law) and, simultaneously, elected to the
Presidium of the Academy. In 1949, with the direct involvement of Koretsky, the
Sector of State and Law was created in the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian
SSR; the first head being Koretsky. Subsequently this sector was transformed into
the Institute of State and Law of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR.
Koretsky administered the activities of the Institute through 1974. In 1960 Koretsky
was elected to be a judge of the International Court of Justice and elected in 1968 to
be the Vice President of this Court.
From 1950 to 1977 international law was taught at the Chair of State Law (head-
ed by Associate Professor V. Barakhtian) and at the Chair of International and State
Law of Foreign Countries (headed by Professor 0. Sichkarev). In 1966 the Chair of
International Law regained its separate status. During that period, international law
V. M. Koretsky, OuepKn me>AtyHapoLHoTo xO3IICTBeHHoro upana [Essays of International Commercial Law]
Kharkiv: Yurizdat NKYu Ukrainian SSR, 1928). - Issue 1. - 133 p.
After the war, the materials of this Doctoral dissertation were included in the monograph V. M. Koretsky, <OuepK
aHLEIo-aMepuxaHCKOI4 JOKTp4Hb1 H upaxKTx4KI4 MeAyHapoLIHoTo MaCTHoro ipaBa>> [Essays on the Anglo-American
Doctrine and Practices of International Private Law] (M., 1948). - 396 p.
3 See: M. I. Panov, fligroToEKa i arecraUiq HayKono-nHelaroriuHH4X KappiE y HaUioHRAbHii 1Op14IHIHii aKageMil
YKpaHH< iMeHi lpociiana Mylporo (1805-2005 poK) [Preparation and Attestation of Scientific and Educational
Personnel at the National Yaroslav Mudry Academy of Law of Ukraine (in 1805-2005)] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2006),
pp. 327-328.I. I. Lukashuk, AoroBopBI o ipy>6e, corpyHm4weCTBe H B3aHMHoVi HIoMomII Me>A(y CCCP 14 crpaHaMH HapojTHOn
Aemoxparl4l4 [Agreements on Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance between the USSR and Countries of
People's Democracy] (Kharkiv, 1951) (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
V S. Semenov, Bopb6a CCCP 3a CTporoe co6mogeHue up1HtHHa HeBMemaTeJAbCTBa, up0TE unepwainucraecxoi
HIHTepBeH44 [The Struggle of the USSR for Stringent Abidance with the Principle of Non-interference Against
Imperialist Intervention] (Kharkiv, 1951). - 31 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
6 M. . Yanocskyi, Bopb6a CCCP 3a cnpaneviwnoe pa3pemeHHe TeppwropuazbHblX BOnpoCoE B nepwoj ai nocne
Bropoi M40poEo EoiHbl [The Struggle of the USSR forJust Resolution of Territorial Issues during and after Period
of World War II] (Tashkent, 1953). - 14 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
7 D. . Aleksandikov, Bopb6a CoBercKoro CoIO3a 3a cyBepeHHoe paneHCTBo rocylapcT B me>AtyHapoLIHblX
OTHOmeHI4Ix [The Struggle of the Soviet Union for Sovereign Equality of States in International Relations]
(Kharkiv, 1950). - 17 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
6 L. I. Kolomentseca, flpHHivHH M14pHOro cocynecruBonaHHH.q H COTpylHmveCTBo rocylapcT B CoBpeMeHHOM
MeALyHapoLIHOM upane [The Principle of Peaceful Coexistence and Cooperation in Contemporary International
Law] (Kharkiv, 1955). - 15 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
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was taught by Associate Professors Semenov and Oleksandrikov. There were no post-
graduate studies in the field of international law. Following the 1977 reorganization,
the Chair of International Law and State Law was headed by M. Yanovskyi, who had
by then moved from Tashkent to Kharkiv.
Mykhailo Volodymyrovych Yanovskyi (1923-1993) was a well-known interna-
tional lawyer. In 1953 he defended his candidate dissertation on the struggle of the
USSR for the just settlement of territorial issues during and after World War II,
followed in 1968 by the defense of a doctoral dissertation on the General Assembly
of the United Nations and issues of international legal development. He wrote more
than 120 articles in Ukrainian, Russian, Moldovan, Uzbek, English, Portuguese,
German, and Bulgarian, took part in three conferences of the International Law
Association in Hamburg (1960), Brussels (1962), and Helsinki (1966), and in the
1985 symposium (Democratic Lawyers) in Brussels. Yanovskyi was a co-founder of
the Academy of Sciences of the Moldovan SSR. He was a guest lecturer on inter-
national law at the Kyiv, Donetsk, and Udmurtia State universities. For eighteen
years he was a member of the editorial board of The Soviet Yearbook of International
Law (from 1963) and was elected a member of the executive council of the Russian
Association of International Law. From 1974 to 1981 Yanovskyi sat on the special-
ized doctoral theses defense council in the department of international relations
at the Kyiv Taras Shevchenko State University (currently - Kyiv National Taras
Shevchenko University). A man of vast erudition, a great expert of international
law, and a brilliant pedagogue, his name is associated with the revival of the Kharkiv
School of international law from the 1970s through the early 1990s. Prior to the
arrival of Yanovskyi, who took the helm of the Chair of International Law, no train-
ing of international legal scholars had existed at the Kharkiv Institute of Law for
almost 30 years. Yanovskyi supervised eight candidates of law and was the scientific
consultant of a doctoral thesis.'
Yanovskyi wrote several studies on international law, most devoted to the inter-
national-legal status of territories, the law of international organizations, and matters
pertaining to various aspects of international legal personality.2 One major study,
a monograph on the United Nations General Assembly (international law issues)
(1971),3 addressed significant issues of the contemporary science of international
law: the role of international organizations in the development of international law.
See: M. V. Buromenskyi, BiAIE MiKHapoLIHoro upana Ha IOJIiTHlHi peKu4M Lep>xaB [The Impact of International
Law on the Political Regimes of States] (Kharkiv, 1998). - 32 p. (abstract diss. doctor iurid. nauk).
2 See: M. V. Yanocskyi, Upo6rema <npno6peTeHH> YocylapcTeHHOfl Teppnropnn B me>KmyHapoLIHOM upane [The
Problem of <Acquisition>> of State Territory in International Law] (Tashkent: SAGU, 1956). - 43 p.; M. V. Yanocskyi,
MupHble cpeIcTEa pa3pemeHHn MeA>KyHapoLIHblX cnIOpon [Peaceful Methods of International Dispute Resolution]
(Tashkent: SAGU, 1957). - 39 p.; M. V. Yanocskyi, <ConeTcKne cOIO3HbIe pecny6nuK, niJoIHnHpaBHbIe cy6beKTb
MeAtyHapoAHOro Ipana> [The Soviet Union Republics, Full-fledged Subjects of International Law], Coieichoe
roc-BO H upaBo [Soviet State and Law], no. 12 (1962), pp. 84-97; M. V. Yanocskyi, <IOpwnsqecKa cwia
pe30AJIOUHii FeHepallbHOiR AccaM6nen u YcTaE OOH [Legal Force of the General Assembly Resolutions and of
the U.N. Charter], ConercKoe roc-BO u upano [Soviet State and Law], no. 9 (1965), pp. 120-124; D. I. Feldman,
M. V. Yanocskyi, FeHepaIbHaH Accam6ne OOH 14 Bonpocti pa3BHTH5 Me)MyHapoLIHOro upana [The U.N. General
Assembly and Issues of International Law Development] (Kazan, 1968). - 236 p.; M. V. Yanocskyi, A. A. Popov,
<0 KoHCT1TyI1noHHblX OCHOBax Me>KxyHapoLIHOH upanocy6beKTHOCTHl COBeTCKHiX COIO3Hblx pecny6rnK> [On the
Constitutional Foundations of International Legal Personality of the Soviet Union Republics], Upo6nembI cou.
3aKOHHOCT4 [Issues of Social Legitimacy]. - Issue 11 (1983). - pp. 40-48; M. V. Yanocskyi, <K ncropn 6opt6ti
CCCP 3a AiieHCTBO YCCP H BCCP B OOH [On the History of the USSR Struggling for USSR and BSSR
Membership in the United Nations Organization], Upo6nembI coiU. 3aKOHHOCTH [Issues of Social Legitimacy]. -
Issue 19 (1987). - pp. 93-98 etc.
3 M. V. Yanocskyi, FeHepanbHaH Accam6ne OOH. MexayHapoiHO-npaBontie Bonpocti [The U.N. General Assembly.
International Legal Issues] (Kishinev: Shtyntsa, 1971). - 301 p.
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His other definitive works dealt with international legal personality (1971, in co-
authorship'; the political system of the USSR (1973, in English, as co-author); and
others. Yanovsky was an author of an international law textbook (1982),2 which was
translated into several foreign languages, and other books.
Another eminent figure at the Chair of International Law was Volodymyr
Serhiiovych Semenov (1924-2004),3 who worked at that Chair from 1953 to 2004.
In 1951 he defended his candidate dissertation on the struggle of the USSR for strict
compliance with the principle of non-interference against imperialist intervention.4
His creative legacy exceeds more than 100 publications, including a monograph
on the U. N. Armed Forces: the practice of survival (1976)s and co-authorship of
textbooks on international law (1971 and 1974).6 He was involved actively in social
activities: he had been the head of the Kharkiv Committee for the Defense of Peace,
a founder of the Soviet Association of International Law, and later a member of the
Board of the Ukrainian Association of International Law, and member of editorial
board of the Ukrainian Yearbook of International Law. Semenov was one of the first
Ukrainian political observers: from 1956 he had appeared on Ukrainian television
more than 100 times. He was an outstanding lecturer, innovative, ironic and with
vast erudition. Semenov was an originator of the Chair's lecturing direction, empha-
sizing research in foreign relations, namely, special courses on <<Diplomatic and
Consular Law>>, <<History of Diplomacy>>, and <<Diplomatic Protocol>. He supervised
the international law society for a lengthy period. In 1987 Semenov was awarded the
honorary title of the Meritorious Worker of Culture of Ukraine. He also was awarded
the Order of the Patriotic War, 2nd Class; the Order <<For Courage>>, 3rd Class, and
many medals.
1 D. I. Feldman (ed.), H. I. Kurdiukov, M. V. Yanocskyi, Me>tjyHapoLIHRaH upanocy6beKTHOCTb (HeKOToptie EonpocBI
reopun) [International Legal Personality (Some Issues of Theory)] (M.: Yurid. Lit., 1971). - 188 p.
2 H. I. Tunkin (ed.), Me>£LyHapoLIHoe ipaBo: yue6HHK [International Law: Textbook] (M.: Yurid. Lit., 1982). - 586 p.
3 See: Bqeui-opucmu YKpaYHH: jOBiHHK [Law Scientists of Ukraine: Reference Book] / editorial board:
V. E Opryshko (Head) et al. (K.: Legislation Institute of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 1998), pp. 557-558.
SV. S. Semenov, Bopb6a CCCP 3a CTporoe co6noeHue upHiHHa HeBmemaenI bCTBa, upoTE unepnainucraecxoi
HIHTepBeHU4I4 [The Struggle of the USSR for Stringent Abidance with the Principle of Non-interference against
Imperialist Intervention] (Kharkiv, 1951). - 31 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
V. S. Semenov, BoopymeHHbie cubi OOH [The U.N. Armed Forces] (M.: Mezhdunarodnyie Otnoshenia, 1976). -
138 p.
6 See: V. S. Semenov, <MnposaH LemoparauecKaa o6mecTBeHHOCTb H4 MexAyHapoLIHoe ipaBo> [World Democratic
Community and International Law], COneTcKuiii eAxeroLHHK Me)MyHapoIHoro upana 1963 [Soviet Yearbook of
International Law, 1963] (M.: Nauka, 1965), pp. 31-44; V. S. Semenov, <HeKoTopbie upo6nembi IcniJIb30BaH45
BoopyEeHHbIX CI o6IbejHHeHHblX Hauiwn> [Some Issues of Usage the UN Armed Forces], COneTcKLUi eAxeroJHHK
MeAyHapoLIHoro ipaBa, 1964-1965 [Soviet Yearbook of International Law, 1964-1965] (M.: Nauka, 1966),
pp. 33-45; V. S. Semenov, <K Bonpocy o upaBoEo OcHOBe BoopymeHHbIX CHA OOH [On the Issue of the UN
Armed Forces Legal Basis], IlpaBonegeHue [Jurisprudence], no. 3 (1965), pp. 116-122; V. S. Semenov, <YcTaE OOH
14 Bonpoc o6 onepauiux no nojuepmaHHnIO Mupa> [Charter of the United Nations and the Issue of Peacekeeping
Operations], COneTcKifi eAxeroLHHK Me)MyHapoIHoro ipaBa, 1968 [Soviet Yearbook of International Law,
1968] (M.: Nauka, 1969), pp. 55-71; V. S. Semenov, <MeXAyHapoAHO-uipaoBoe 3aipemueHe He(OJOuHecKOi1
niYOTOK4 arpeccum> [International Legal Disallowance of Ideological Preparation for Agression], COneTcKVifi
exeroHHwK MeaujyHapoIHoro ipaBa, 1973 [Soviet Yearbook of International Law, 1973] (M.: Nauka, 1975),
pp. 63-79; V. S. Semenov, 0. Ya. Trahniuk, MixHapojiHO-ipaBoBi acneKT4 KoHCTHvTyUi YKpaHH4 [International
Legal Aspects of the Constitution of Ukraine] (K.: In Jure, 1997). - 32 p.; V. S. Semenov, 0. Ya. Trahniuk, <Bonpocbi
rocygapcrneHHoro H Me)MyHap0LHOro upana B KommeHTapuxx AAoHa Mapa K ceHTeHmVHRM fleTpa JIoM6apjcKoro.
(MaOH3BeCTHaH CTaTbH B. 3. Fpa6apq. CoKpalueHHbIfi nepeBoLI c yKpa4HCKoTo)> [Issues of International and State
Law, John Mair's Commentary on Peter Lompard's Sentences (Little-Known Article by V. E. Hrabar. Contracted
Translation from Ukrainian)], MocKoBcKnul >mypHai MexA(yHapoLIHoro upana [Moscow International Law Journal],
no. 4 (1998), pp. 178-185.; H. M. Veliaminov, V. S. Semenov, < Bor uipaBo (MHoTo- 1AH11 OLIHoHojTpHblii Mup?)>
[The God and Law (Is the World Multipolar or Unidirectional?], MocKoBcKnul >mypHai MeAvyHapoLIHoro upana
[Moscow International LawJournal], no.3 (1999), pp. 2 8 -40; V. S. Semenoc (ed.), AomiAHHK 3 HI4TaHb MiA(HapoLHoTo
MopCbKoro i EiIcbKonoro upana [International Maritime and Military Law: Reference Book] (Simferopol: Ministry
of Defence of Ukraine: Tavryda, 2000). - 125 p. et al.
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In 1993 the Chair was headed by Viacheslav Oleksandrovych Riiaka (1947-
2007), who defended his candidate dissertation on the ratification of international
treaties in 1983. For many years Riiaka taught the <<Constitutional Law of Foreign
Countries> and <<International law>> and wrote many studies on these subjects. He
was the editor and co-author (2002) of a manual on the State law of foreign coun-
tries.2 Other works include those on the role of the Council of Europe in protecting
human rights in the contemporary period (as co-author) 3 in 2002; on the European
Union in international-legal relations (as co-author)4 in 2003.5 He was a jovial, larg-
er-than-life individual who transformed the Chair staff into a single work collective.
He devoted a lot of attention to the younger generation of the faculty, assisting them
in both pedagogical and daily life through his unique advice.
Since 2007, this Chair has been headed by Mykhailo Vsevolodovych Buromenskyi,
who came to work at the chair back in 1981. Buromenskyi defended his candidate
dissertation in 1984 on the mechanism of disarmament negotiations (international
legal aspects) and a doctoral dissertation in 1998 on the impact of international
law on the political regimes of States. He has published over 180 studies devoted to
international-legal collaboration in human rights, the interaction of international
and national law, international cooperation in counteracting crime, legal issues of
international security, and the history of international relations.
Under Professor Buromenskyi's supervision or with his participation, a number of
research initiatives have been undertaken that are relevant to law reform in Ukraine
(the reform of anti-corruption legislation, fugitives and migrant legislation, election
legislation, penal legislation, legislation on the status of persons infected with HIV,
and others).
On numerous occasions Buromenskyi has been invited in the capacity of an
expert by the international intergovernmental organizations (United Nations Office
of the High Commissioner for Refugees, UNICEF, WHO, UNDP, World Bank,
Council of Europe, and OSCE). As a United Nations legal expert on human rights, he
took part in the operations of the U. N. Mission in Georgia (Abkhazia) - UNOMIG
(2000); he also was a member of the permanent delegation of Ukraine in GRECO
since 2006. As from 2009 Buromenskyi has been an ad hoc judge of the European
Court of Human Rights.
He is deputy editor-in-chief of the Ukrainian Yearbook of International Law,
member of the editorial boards of the magazines Rule of Law Problems, Ukrainian
Journal of International Law, and Official Bulletin, and prize holder of the 4th All-
Ukrainian competition for the best legal publication of 2000-2001 (a special award
in the nomination <<Legal textbooks>), and winner of the competition for the best
publication on members of the Bar (in 2004).
1 V. 0. Riiaka, ParMnKauns MeMAyHapoIHbIX LoTOBopo [Ratification of International Treaties] (K., 1983). - 25 p.
(abstract diss. kand. iurid. 
nauk).
V. 0. Riiaka (ed.), KoHCTHTyIifiHe npaBO 3apy6i(H14X KpalH: HaB. Hoci6. [Constitutional Law of Foreign
Countries: Manual] (K.:Yunikom Inter, 2002). - 512 p.; . 0. Riiaka (ed.), KoHCTHTynifiHe npaBO 3apy6i(H14X KpalH:
HaB. Hoci6. [Constitutional Law of Foreign Countries: A Manual] (2d rev. ed.; K.: Yunikom Inter, 2004). - 544 p.
3 A. Ye. Tamm, V. 0. Riiaka, Pont Pajw Caporni y 3a6e3HeueHHi upaB AIOLIHHH Ha cywaCHOMy eTani [Role of the
Council of Europe in Human Rights Provision on the Current Stage] (Kharkiv: A. I. Shust, 2002). - 310 p.
I A. Ye. Tamm, . 0. Riiaka, Yu. M. Kolomiets, CC B MiA(HapoLIHOH-paoEI4X EiLHOCHIHax [The European Union in
International Legal Relations] / edited by 0. N. Yarmysh (Kharkiv: Shtrikh, 2003). - 240 p.
5 . 0. Riiaka, AInnoMaTuHvHii upoToKoJI: HaB. Ioci6. [Diplomatic Protocol: Manual] (Kharkiv: National Legal
Academy of Ukraine, 2006). - 134 p.
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The publications of Buromensky address, for example, political regimes of States
in international law (1997);' a school textbook on human rights (1997; in co-
authorship);2 and others.3 The faculty of the Chair published a textbook on inter-
national law (2005, 2009) edited by Buromenskyi. In 2009, following the Chair's
reorganization, the lecturers on the course of International private law were trans-
ferred to this Chair (Y. Bilousov, I. Zhukov, N. Pjgoretska, and 0. Radchuk; Associate
Professor I. Shumilo; Assistant Lecturer V. Polotay), whereas those staff members
of the Chair who taught the State law of foreign countries (Associate Professor
K. Zamorna; Associate Professor A. Hrinchak; and Assistant Lecturers A. Novikov,
S. Fomina, and A. Karlovych) were transferred to the Chair of State Construction.
Accordingly, the Chair was renamed the Chair of International Law.
The faculty of the Chair of International Law teach the following: <<International
Law>>, <<International Private Law>>, <<Fundamentals of European Union Law>>,
<<European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms>>, <<Law of International Organizations>>, History of Diplomacy>>,
<<Diplomatic and Consular Law>>, <<Diplomatic Protocol>, <<International Cooperation
in Combating Crime>>, and <<International Law during Armed Conflicts>>.
In 2009 the National Yaroslav Mudry Academy of Law of Ukraine signed an
agreement with Hertfordshire University (England) to train students of that British
University in the areas of <<International Commercial Law>> (LLM); <<European Law>>
M. V. Buromenskyi, HlonmumecKHe pe>{Hmbi rocyapce B memAyHapoLIHOM ipane (BArnHHe Me)AyHapoLIHOYO
upana Ha HIIOAHTHecKHe pexAmbi rocyqapcT) [Political Regimes of States in International Law (The Impact of
International Law on Political Regime of States)] (Kharkiv: Ksilon, 1997). - 244 p.
2 T. Andrusiak, M. Buromenskyi, V. Denysot, V. Yevintot, L. Zablotska, Upana A10IHHH: nijpyu. aJnI 10-11 K. cepe.
inK., iiieiE ra riMHa3ii4 [Human Rights. A Textbook for 10 - 11 Grade Students of Lyceums and Gymnasiums] (K.:
Pravo, 1997). - 255 p.
3 M. V. Buromenskyi, <HMieMeHTaHH HOpm me)MyHapoLIHOro ipana B KoHCTHTyHnoHHblI HpanonopqjoK
YKpaHHble [Implementation of Norms of International Law in the Constitutional Legal Order of Ukraine], in
flpaBonaH cIcTeMa YipaHHbl: HCTOpnH, cocTo5HHe, nepcneKi4Etl [The Legal System of Ukraine: Past, Present, and
Future] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2011), vol. 2, pp. 56-81; M. V. Buromenskyi, <Me>£LyHapolHoe COTpyHHeCTBO B c(epe
npenlynpe>tpleHHI upecryHIHOCTH H 6opb6ti C HeIO> [International Collaboration in the Sphere of Crime Prevention
and Counteraction], in UpaBonaa cucreMa YKpaHHbl: HCTOpns, cocTo5HHe, nepcnexTnbt [The Legal System of
Ukraine: Past, Present, and Future] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2011), vol. 5; M. Buromenskyi, 0. Serdyk, Corruption in the
Criminal Process and Judiciary (K.: Moskalenko, 2009). - 222 p.; M. V. Buromenskyi, M. V. Steshenko, 0. V. Serdiuk,
3axucT HpaE BIJI-iHqbiKOBaHHX oci6 y cyi: HayK.-ipaKT. noci6. [Protection of the Rights of HIV-Infected in
Court: Manual] (K.: Company VAITE, 2009). - 110 p.; M. V. Buromenskyi, 0. V. Serdiuk, V. I. Tochenyi, OUiHKa
coulallbHO-eKOHOMiHHX BHTpar upH 3aCTocynaHHi 3allo6iAHoTO 3axoy y Brimji B3IITTI Iij Bapry: aHaJiTHHHHl
3BiT [Assessment of Socio-Economic Losses When Applying the Preventive Measure of Taking a Person into
Custody: Analytical Report] (K.: Yustynian, 2008). - 64 p.; 0. V. Serdiuk (ed.), M. V. Buromenskyi, , M. V. Steshenko,
R. B. Khorolsky, CoUiaIbHi Ta HayKoBi upo6nemn nonepeIAmeHHH 3JIOHHiB y c(epi mirpaIiiHHx iponeciB [Social
and Scientific Problems of Crime Prevention in the Sphere of Migration Processes] (Kharkiv, 2004). - 184 p.;
M. V Buromenskyi, M. V. Steshenko, V. H. Kuts, MiHapojHHi i HaUiOHaJbHHH 3aXHCT upaB AIOLIHHH Ta upana
6ixeH~iB: HaBt. Ioci6. [International and National Protection of Human Rights and Rights of Fugitives] (Kharkiv:
Yashma, 2004). - 198 p.; Compatibility of Ukrainian Law and Practice with the Requirements of the European
Convention on Human Rights (Articles 3, 5, 6, 10, 13 and 1 and 3 of Protocol No. 1). - Kyiv and Strasbourg,
December 2000. - Doc. HRCAD (2001)4. December 2001. - 177 p.; M. V. Buromenskyi, <OcHOBblI Me>AtyHapoIHO-
uBpaoB0 KoHU4iHH jeMoKpaTH (nocraHOBKa Bonpoca)> [Fundamentals of the International Law Concept of
Democracy (Raising an Issue)], Upo6leMbl 3KOHHOCT14 [Problem Issues of Law]. - Issue 29 (1995). - pp. 54-58;
M. V. Buroneskyi, Collective Rights and Political Development (The Study of Political Diversity as the Orderly
Development of Human Society), Human Rights in Ukraine. Yearbook, 1996 (Kyiv, 1998), pp. 206-219;
M. V. Buromenskyi, < Hpo EignosiBHiCTb upoexTy KpnMiHa.llHoTo KojeKcy YKpaHH, IiijrOTOBjieHoro po6ouoio
rpynoio Ka6iHeTy MiHiCTpi, MiA(HapoIHO-uipaB0HM HOpmaM upO 3axHCT upan i OcHOBHHX CBo6oq AIOLHHH> [Oin
the Compatibility of the Draft Criminal Code of Ukraine Prepared by the Task Force under the Cabinet of Ministers
with the International Law Norms on Safeguarding Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms], IH(opManiiHO-
aHaJIiTHHH4 6IOAeTeHe YKpaHCbKo-AmepnKaHCbKoTo BIopO 3axHCTy upaB JIOLHHH [Informational and Analytical
Bulletin of Ukrainian-American Bureau for the Protection of Human Rights] (K.; Kharkiv, 1994). - Issue 10. -
pp. 3-29; M. V. Buromenskyi, 4ABrycT 1939: noopoT KoTporo He 6ilio> [August 1939: A Turnaround that did not
Exist], 3HaHHe - cHia [Knowledge is the Power], no. 6 (1991), pp. 42-47; and no. 7, pp. 74-77; M. V. Buromenskyi,
<Couiani3M Ta ileoIOri couiaJIbHOIOJIiTHHOY eKcHaHCil> [Socialism and the Ideology of Socio-Political
Expansion], BicHHK AKageMi HayK YKpaHH [Herald of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine], no. 11 (1991),
pp. 52-62 etc.
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(LLM); and <International Relations and Diplomacy>> (M.A.). The director of this
program is 0. Trahniuk. All the training is in English in conformity with the stan-
dards of Great Britain; students are awarded upon completion the master's diploma
of Hertfordshire University. Beginning in 2013, many staff members of the Chair of
International Law teach, within the framework of each program, the following: <The
Law of the European Union>> (0. Trahniuk), <Diplomatic Law>> (0. Senatorova),
<European and International Human Rights Law>> (I. Shumilo).
Working within the framework of the international public law cycle disciplines
at the Chair are 0. Tarasov; I. Kudas; Y. Shchokin; V Steshenko; 0. Senatorova;
0. Miroshnychenko; 0. Sivash; and Assistant Lecturers T. Anakina; T. Komarova;
V. Sorokun; I. Nurullayev; A. Tkachenko, and 0. Stankevych; Head of the Cabinet of
the Chair, 0. Simakova, and Research Assistant 0. Miakota.
The Chair accords special attention to training postgraduate students and young
specialists. Since 1991, there has been one doctoral thesis defended (that of Professor
M. Buromenskyi) at the chair and more than 30 candidate theses on international
lawl and the constitutional law of foreign countries. At present, postgraduate stu-
dents are being trained at the Chair in the specialty of international law under the
supervision of Professor Buromenskyi and Associate Professors 0. Tarasov, I. Kudas,
V. Steshenko, 0. Trahniuk, and 0. Senatorova.
The activities of the Chair encompass various spheres of international legal regu-
lation. For instance, Associate Professor Oleh Volodymyrovych Tarasov 2 defended in
1995 his Candidate of Legal Sciences dissertation on international non-governmen-
tal organizations within the system of international civil society and international
law3 and later wrote a monograph on international non-governmental organizations
and international law (1998)4 and a number of articles on the history of the Kharkiv
School of international law, issues of the general legal and international legal perso-
nalia, and others.s One candidate dissertation has been defended under his supervi-
10. V. Zhuracka, MiKHapOIHO-upaBonaxapaKTep4cT4KaiHCT4TyTy yrpoMaIHHCTBa [International Legal Characteristics
of the Institute of Citizenship] (Kharkiv, 1999). - 20 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk); R. B. Khorolsky, UpaBosi
3acO614 BpimeHHI MiAHapoLIH4X cHOpiB y pauxax CC [Legal Means of International Disputes Resolution within
the EU Framework] (Kharkiv, 2001). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk); H. L. Kokhan, MixHapoTHO-npaBone
cninpo6iTH4ITTBO y 60porb6i 3 pa6cTBoM i pa6oroprianelo [International Legal Cooperation in Fighting Slavery
and Slave Trading] (Kharkiv, 2002). - 20 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk); A. A. Maievska, 3JnoHHH upOT
AllIOJHOCTi: M1%HapojHo-upaBornBi acneKT [Crimes Against Humanity: An International Legal Aspect] (Kharkiv,
2002). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk); V. V. Marchenko, KoHCTHvTyifiHO-uipaHnoEii crvaryc ypgAy B KpalHax
CC [Constitutional Legal Status of the Government in the EU Countries] (Kharkiv, 2008). - 19 p. (abstract diss.
kand. iurid. nauk); E. E. Ter-Stepanian, fpHHrH HafkiAbiIOro cuHrHHHH y MiHapoH-upaEoEomy eKOHOMiHOMy
ipaBi [The Most- Favored -Nation Principle in International Legal Economic Law] (Kharkiv, 2011). - 19 p. (abstract
diss. kand. iurid. nauk); A. M. Vizir, MixHapopHO-ipaBoBi 3060B'3aHHH jepmaB 3 KoHBeHatiY OOH upOT Kopyniil
[International Legal Commitments of States under the U.N. Convention against Corruption Law] (Kharkiv,
2011). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk); 0. L Stankevych, Miciue KoMicil CC B 3aKOHoLaBoMy iponeci
[The Place of the EU Commission in the Legislative Process] (Kharkiv, 2011). - 21 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid.
nauk); A. 0. Harkusha, UpaBone EperyIonaHHI cHOpiE y COT [Legal Regulation of Disputes in the WTO] (Kharkiv,
2012). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk) etc.
2 See: V. F Opryshko (ed.) et al, BueHi-IOpncrm YKpaYHH LIOjBiLHHIK [Legal Scientists of Ukraine: Reference Book] (K.:
Legislation Institute of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 1998), pp. 558-559.
3 0. V. Tarason, MimHapoIHi HeypqIosi opraHi3aI11 B C4CTeMi CBiTOBoro rpoMaAHHCbKOYO cHiBTOBapacTBa
[International Non-Governmental Organizations within the System of International Civil Society] (K., 1995). -
19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
0. V. Tarason, Me>awyHapoIHbIe HenpanrencrueHHble OpraH43iu4HH H MetxyHapolHoe npaBo [International
Non-Governmental Organizations and International Law] / edited by V. I. Yevintov (Kharkiv: B. I., 1998) - 192 p.
0. V. Tarason, <MimHapoLIHO-npaBoa nepcoHOAiorixI B KOHTeKCTi 3araJIbHOl ipaBoBol nepcoHoAiori> [International
Legal Personology in the Context of the General Legal Personology], fUpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKa4. 36. HayK.
rip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of
Ukraine, 2009. - Issue 101. - pp. 202-208; 0. V. Tarason, <flepcoHOieHTpH3M qK MeTOLI MiHapoLIHo-ipaBonol
nepcoHOjiOrYll> [Personocentrism as a Method of International Legal Personology], Upo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKa4.
36. HayK. ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of
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sion.1 Oleh Tarasov is now working on his doctoral thesis entitled on the problem
of a subject in international law. He teaches the courses <<International Law>> and
<<European Convention on for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms>, and is member of the editorial board of the Internet resource <<The
Theory and Practice of Jurisprudence>>.
Associate Professor Iryna Borysivna Kudas defended her candidate dissertation
on legal issues of control in international disarmament treaties2 in 1994. She teaches
the courses <<International Law>> and <<European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The major area of her academic interests
includes collective security, international banking law, human rights, and others.3
Associate Professor Yurii Shchokin defended his candidate dissertation on incom-
plete membership in international organizations in 1999 and is now completing
his doctoral thesis dealing with international legal practices.s He wrote a practical
manual for lawyers on the protection of the right of ownership and on the right to a
fair trials (as co-author) 6 and some other publications.' Shchokin teaches the courses
Ukraine, 2010). - Issue 110. - pp. 166-172; 0. V. Tarason, <flpaBoBoe nunmo KaK nepcoHaJIbHa ipaBona bopma:
reoperuxo -meToplollorVlecKilfl u me>AtyHapoLHO -uipaHooI acneKibr> [Legal Person as a Personal Legal Norm:
Theoretico-Methodological and International Legal Aspects], Upo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKaq. 36. HayK. ip. [Problems
of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2011). -
Issue 113. - pp. 175-182; 0. V. Torason, <MimHapoHa upanocy6'CKTHiCTb JIIOIH4H B ipaKriui HIopH6ep3bKoro
Tpn6yHany>> [International Legal Personality of the Individual in the Practices of the Nuremberg Tribunal],
lpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKaq. 36. HayK. ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav
the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2011). - Issue 115. - pp. 200-206 etc.
1 . 0. Halan, Mi>Hapo1He npanoHaCTyHH41JTBO Lep>man y upaKT4iii CHA [International Legal Succession of States
in the CIS Practices] (Kharkiv, 2007). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
2 1. B. Kudas, UpaBosi rI4TaHH K0HTp0hIo y MiA(HapoLIH4X LoOBopax upo pO336poCHH [Legal Issues of Control in
International Treaties on Disarmament] (K., 1994). - 21 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
3 .B. Kudas, <CoomTHOIIHe KOHTponII, mep yxpennreHHnq JOBepui u rapaHTii B c(epe orpaHlieHHrs BoopymeHHi
u pa3opy>meH45i> [Relationship of Control, Measures to Strengthen Trust, and Guarantees in the Area of Armaments
and Disarmament], in M. I. Panov (ed.) HoBa KoHCTHTyni YKpaHH i upo6neMu ELocKoHaIieHHH 3aKOHoLaBCTBa
(Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 1997), pp. 119-127; L. B. Kudas, <Me>AtyHapoIHbli
6aHK pexoHCTpyoiItun a pa3BHTH5I B Me(AyHapoLIHOH KpeHTHO- (HHaHCOBOfl CHCTeMe> [International Bank
of Reconstruction and Development in the International Lending and Financing System], Ulpo6neMH 3aKOH-
HOCTi [Problems of Legitimacy] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2001). - Issue 49. -
pp. 181-187; . B. Kudas, <KoHCTHTy1tiq YKpaHH 1i MiA(HapoIIHO-ipaBoBi rITaHHH 60poTb6H 3 AHCKpHMiHaJieIO
AmiHOK> [Constitution of Ukraine and International Legal Issues of Counteracting the Discrimination of Women],
MarepialiH HayKOBOY KoH(epeHaii <KoHCTHTy1tiq YKpaHH - OCHOBa MoepHi3ail jIep>aBn ia cycniincrBa>>,
21-22 lepBH 2001 p., M. XapKiB. [Material of Scientific Conference <The Constitution of Ukraine - Foundation for
Modernization of State and Society>, 21-24June 2001, Kharkiv] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2001), pp. 555-557.
' Yu. . Shchokin, HeHOBHe lieHCTBO B MiA(HapoLIH4X opraHi3aiix [Incomplete Membership in International
Organizations] (Kharkiv, 1999). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
5 Yu. .Shchokin, < Ipo6zrema cniiBBiHOImeHHH MiA(HapoLHOH-paB0Bor0 3BlalO i Mi(HapoLHoo lofOBopy nK IAepeil
MiA(HapoLIHoro ipaBa> [The Issue of an International Legal Custom and an International Treaty as a Source of
International Law], BicHHK XapKiBcbKoro HaUiOHaJIbHoTo yHiBepculely iM. B. H. Kapa3iHa [Herald of V. N. Karazin
Kharkiv National University], no. 841 (2009), pp. 244-248; Yu. . Shchokin, <MiXHapo1Hi 3BHlal B PocicbKiil
LJoKTpHiHi MiA(HapoLIHoro upaBa lpyroi noJIOBI4HI4 XIX - nouarxy XX cToniTr [International Legal Customs in the
Russian International Law Doctrine of the Second Half of the 19th Century and the Early 20th Century], BicHHK
AKaeMii upaBHB4X HayK YKpaHH [Herald of the National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine], no. 1 (52) (2008),
pp. 2 0 9 -218; Yu. . Shchokin, <PoAt HaUiOHaJbHHx cyniB y ( opMyBaHHi MiA(HapoLIHO-HaUiOHaJbHHX 3BH4aYB> [The
Role of National Courts in Shaping International Legal Customs], BicHHK AhxteMii IpaBoBHX Hayx YKpaHH [Herald
of the National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine], no. 4 (51) (2007), pp. 199-208; Yu. V. Shchokin, <Micue
3BH4aB MixHapojHoro upana y upanonopqqxy YKpaYHH<I> [The Place of International Law Practices in the Legal
Order of Ukraine], BicHHK AKalemii uipaBHB4X HayK YKpaHH [Herald of the National Academy of Legal Sciences of
Ukraine], no. 3 (50) (2007), pp. 158-167.
6 Yu. V. Shchokin (ed.), 3auura upana co6crBeHHOCTH Hi paBa Ha cnpaBevIHBoe HpaBocylne: ipaKT. pyKonoLJcTBo
vnIq yKp. iopicrvon no uHiuMeHeH4IO EKfl'-I [Protection of the Ownership Right and the Rights to Fair Trial: Practical
Manual for Ukrainian Lawyers on the Application of the ECHR] (Kharkiv: MP <Krok , 2008). - 108 p.
7 Yu. Shchokin, D. Scoiak, <IOpHniHHa upupoja upBiIeYB ia iMyHiTeT MiA(HapoLIHHX MixypqIoBx opraHi3auiAi T
ix nepcoHaiy>> [Legal Nature of Privileges and the Immunity of International Intergovernmental Organizations and
Their Personnel], BicHHK AKaeMi upaBOB4X HayK YKpaHH [Herald of the National Academy of Legal Sciences
of Ukraine], no. 4 (31) (2002), pp. 132-142; Yu. V. Shchokin, <3araIbHi uHP4HI4Hi HpaBa: upo6nemu TiymaneHH
nyHKTy 1(c) crarri 38 Ciaryry MixHapoiHoro cyly OOH [General Principles of Law: Problems in Interpreting
Clause 1(c) of Article 38 of the Charter of the U.N. International Law], BicHHK XapKiBcbKoro HaUiOHaJIbHoTo
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<<International Law>>, <<European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms>>, and <<The Law of International Organizations>>.
Associate Professor Volodymyr Mykolayovych Steshenko defended his candi-
date dissertation on the lease of territory in international public law' in 2001. He
co-authored a monograph on problems of fugitives,2 combating corruption,3 pro-
tection of HIV-infected persons,4 and others.s He took part in the preparation of
scientific and practical commentary to the Law of Ukraine <<On the Legal Status of
Foreigners and Stateless Persons>>. In 2006-2007 he participated as member of the
Ukraine-Russia sub-commission (Kyiv - Moscow - Sevastopol) in the negotiations
on the jurisdiction over servicemen of the Black Sea Navy of the Russian Federation
deployed on the territory of Ukraine. He has worked as an expert of the United
Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees in 2001-2007, and an expert
of UNICEF and UNDP in 2007. Steshenko teaches the courses <<International Law>>
and <<European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms and Legal Practice>>.
Associate Professor Olesia Yanivna Trahniuk defended her candidate dissertation
on the interpretation of international treaties: the theory and practices of European
international judicial bodieS6 in 2003 and has written a number of articles on the
issues of EU law, human rights, and so on. She teaches the courses on <<International
Law>>, <<The Law of the European Union>>, and <<European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and Legal Practice>>.
Associate Professor Oksana Vasylivna Senatorova defended her candidate disser-
tation on criminal procedure issues in the operations of international criminal courts7
in 2005 and has written several articles on international criminal law, international
humanitarian law, the adaptation of legislation of Ukraine to EU law, and the pro-
tection of human rights.8 . She teaches courses on <<International Law>>, <<European
yHiepcurely iM. B. H. Kapa3iHa [Herald of V N. Karazin Kharkiv National University], no. 872 (2009), pp. 175-179.
V. M. Steshenko, OpeHqa Tepnaropil B MiA(HapoLIHOMy Hy6niiHOMy upani [Lease of Territory in International Public
Law] (Kharkiv, 2001). - 20 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
2 M. V. Buromenskyi (ed.), UpaBoBnhl 3ax4CT 6ieiXCHiB Ta oci6 6e3 rpoMaAHHCTB B YKpaHi: 36. HOpm-ipaB. aKTiE
[Legal Protection of Fugitives and Stateless Persons in Ukraine: Collection of Regulatory Acts] (3d rev. ed.;
Kharkiv, 2006). - 560 p.; T. Ye. Anisimova, V. M. Steshenko, 3a6e3HeueHHq upan 6ixeHiB Ta myKauiE upwTynxy B
YKpalHi: aHaAiT. ,joH. 3a pe3yALTaTaMH jOCAix. CTHy oTpHmaHHH upa uyKaiE upnTynxy ia 6ixeHiB B YKpayHi
[Safeguarding the Rights of Fugitives and Asylum Seekers in Ukraine: Analytical Report Based on the Results of the
Research of the Status of Asylum Seekers and Fugitives in Ukraine] (Donetsk: Nora-Pres, 2004). - 82 p.
3 M. V. Buromenskyi, 0. V. Sediuk (eds.), V. V. Fesenko, Kopyniis B YKpalHi: 2004 pix (norimJ 3 2008 poKy)
Corruption in Ukraine: 2004 (a view from 2008)] (Kharkiv: Yashma, 2008). - 224 p.
M. V. Buromenskyi, V. M. Steshenko, CyuacHHnf CTaH HOJIiTHKH Ta 3aKOHoqaBCTBa 3 HiTaHE HRaRHHH MeIHKo-
coIialbHHx Hocnyr JnJI Jireii ia mojioL4 rpyn EucoKoro pH3HKy uogo BIA-iH($iKynaHHH: AHaJIiTIHVHHl orAMg
[The Current State of Policy and Legislation on the Issues of Providing Medical and Social Services for Children
and Youth of High HIV Infection Risk Groups] (K.: Ukrainian Institute of Social Research, 2008). - 127 p.;
M. VBuromenskyi (ed.), 3axucT npan BIJI-iHiKOBaHHX oci6 y cyi: HayK. - ipaKT. noci6. avi cyJuiB [Protection of
HIV Infected Persons in a Court of Law: Practical Manual forJudges] (K., 2009). - 110 p.
HpoeKm USAID <YKpaYHa: BepXOneHCTBO ipaBa>. HioTHa uporpama rpoMaCbKoro MOHiTOpHHry B cyjax.
AIorii - UBrHE 2007 p.: aHa.1iT14qH14 3BiT B.M. CTeHeHKa. (2008 p.) [USAID Project <<Ukraine: Rule of
Law>. The pilot program of public monitoring in courts. February - October 2007: The analytical report by
V. M. Steshenko (2008).]
6 0. Ya. Trahniuk, TJIymaneHHH MiA(HapoLIHHx goTOBopiE: Teopiq i JlocBiJ eponelcbKnx MiA(HapoLIHHx cyIosnx
opraHiB [Interpretation of International Treaty: Theory and Experience of European International Judiciary Bodies]
(Kharkiv, 2003). - 20 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
0. V. Kasyniuk, KpHMiHaJbHHO-HponecyallbHi riTaHHq y L1iHubHOCT1 M1AHapoLIHHX KpHMiHaJIbHHx cyIosnx opraHiB
[Criminal Procedural Issues in the Operations of International Criminal Courts] (Kharkiv, 2005). - 20 p. (abstract
diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
0 O. V. Kasyniuk, <Hpo6neMHi acHeKTHn IOpacuKui MixHapojiHofo KpHMiHaJbHOro cyjy>> [Problem Aspects of the
Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court], UpaBo YKpaHH [Law of Ukraine], no. 3 (2005), pp. 144-147;
0. V. Kasyniuk, <<PO3po6Ka upOH03HuIii, 3MiH i IoHOBHeHb 10 3aKOHOQaBHx aKTiB luoJo <<epmaBHoY nporpamn
arlanTall 3aKOHoLaBCTBa YKpaYHH< LO 3aKOHoLaBCTBa CBponeficbKoro COIO3y> B raiy3i 60poTb6H 3i 3OJIo4HHiCTIO>
[Development of Proposals, Amendments and Additions to Legislative Acts under the <<State Program of Adapting
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Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and
Legal Practice>, <<International Collaboration in Combating Crime>>, <<International
Humanitarian Law , and <<Diplomatic Protocol>>.
Associate Professor Olha Anatoliivna Miroshnychenko defended her candi-
date dissertation on the human right to life (theory and practice of international
cooperation)' in 2005 and has published articles on issues of human rights protec-
tion and the adaptation of the Ukrainian legislation to EU law.2 She is teaching
several courses: <<International Law>>, <<European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and Legal Practice , and <<History of
Diplomacy>>.
Associate Professor Olena Mykhailivna Sivash defended her candidate dis-
sertation on the development of the theory of State sovereignty by Ukrainian and
Russian international legal scholars from the eighteenth to the early twentieth cen-
tury3 in 2010, has written a number of publications,4 and is teaching several courses:
<<International Law>>, <<European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms and Legal Practice, as well as <<Diplomatic and Consular
Law>>.
the Legislation of Ukraine to the Legislation of the European Union> in the Sphere of Fighting Against Crime>>],
fHITaHHH 60poTb6H 3i 3JIOUIHHHiCTIO: 36. HayK. npaum [Problem of Fighting Crime: Collected Scientific Works]
(Kkarkiv: Pravo, 2005). - Issue 10. - pp. 197-213; 0. A. Miroshnechenko, M. V. Senatorov, 0. V. Senatorova,
BaHKiBCbKe npaBo B CaponeicEKoMy COIO3i Ta YKpaHi: IIOpiBHLJIbHO-upaBone locaiLIAeHHH [Banking Law in the
European Union and Ukraine] (K.: Tsentr Navchalnoi Literarury, 2007). - 344 p.; 0. L. Kroitor, 0. . Senatorova,
IMiieMeHTaii HOpM MiA(HapoLIHoTo FyMaHiTapHoro upana B YKpaHi [Implementation of the Norms of International
Humanitarian Law in Ukraine], AIoKaT [Lawyer], no. 10 (2007), pp. 26-29; 0. V. Senatorova, <fHpHHiH
HIopH6ep3bKoro uponecy qK ocHOBa MiA(HapoHOY KpI4MiHaJIbHO IOCTHiii> [The Principles of the Nuremberg Trial as
the Foundation of International Criminal Justice], Teopi i ipaxT1xa upaBO3HaBCTBa: eeKTpoHHe baXOBe BHIaHHq
[Theory and Practice ofJurisprudence: Electronic Trade Publication], no. 1 (2011). See http://nauka.nulau.org.ua/
downoad/elzbirnyk/1/senatorova.pdf.
1 0. A. Miroshnechenko, UpaBo JIO114H14 Ha A4TTH (Teopi ia upaKTx4Ka MiA(HapoLIHoTo cHiBpo6iTHH4I7TBa) [The
Human Right to Life (Theory and Practice of International Cooperation)] (Kharkiv, 2005). - 18 p. (abstract diss.
kand. iurid. nauk).
2 0. A. Miroshnechenko, M. . Senatoro), 0. . Senatorova, BaHKiBCbKe npaBo B CaponeicEKoMy COIO3i Ta
YKpalHi: IOpiBH5IIbHo-upaBone jocjiaij>eHHq [Banking Law in the European Union and Ukraine] (K.: Tsentr
Navchalnoi Literarury, 2007). - 344 p.; 0. A. Miroshnechenko, <QETaHa3Hi - upo6nema me)MyHap01HO-upa0Eoro
H HajiOHaIbHO-uEpaB0oro perymposaHH > [Eutanasia - the Problem of International and National Legal
Regulation], Ulpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi [Problems of Legitimacy] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of
Ukraine, 2003). - Issue 65. - pp. 194-201; 0. A. Miroshnechenko, <MexayHapoIHO-upaBontie 14 HaiuOHaJIbHO-
upaBontie upo6nembI 11eraJ143aHH upana Ha HCKyccrBeHHoe npeptinaHne 6epeMeHHOCTH> [International and
National Legal Problems of Legalization of the right for an Artificial Termination of Pregnancy], Upo6nemu
3aKOHHOCTi [Problems of Legitimacy] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2004). - Issue 69. -
pp. 201-206; 0. A. Miroshnechenko, <FeHlepHa piBHiCTb Ta MiA(HapoLIHe ipaBo> [Gender Equality and International
Law], DopyM upana [The Forum of Law] (Kharkiv: KhUVS), no. 3 (2011), pp. 235-240. See http://nbuv.gov.ua/e-
jounals/FP/2011-1/1 moatmp.pdf.
3 0. M. Sivash, PO3BHTOK yKpalHChKHMH i pocincEaKiMil iopncramn-MiA(Hapo4HHKaMH BeHHH upo jep>KaBHH4i
cyBepeHiTT (XVIII - nolaroK XX cT.) [Development of the Theory of State Sovereignty by Ukrainian and Russian
International Lawyers (in the 18th century- the early 20th century)] (Kharkiv, 2010). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand.
iurid. nauk).
0. M. Sivash, 4flfraHHq cyBepeHiTTy B axTax Beiuxoi dpaHy3bKol peBuHilii i CBHmueHHOUO COIO3y> [The Issue
of Sovereignty in the Acts of the Great French Revolution and of the Sacred Union], flpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKag.
36. Hayx. ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of
Ukraine, 2001). - Issue 115. - pp. 206-215; 0. M. Sivash, <Bijpoj>xeHHH yKpalHChKO1 LepAmaBHOCTi i KOHieHhj1H
cyBepeHiTTy>> [The Revival of Ukrainian Sovereignty and the Concept of Sovereignty: Theoretical and Practical
Problems], Jep>aBHH1414 cyBepeHiTT: Teoperxo-npaBoBoi upo6nemn: MoHOrpai1 [State Sovereignty: Theoretical
and Legal Issues: Monograph] / edited by Yu. P. Bytiak, I. V Yakoviuk (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2010), pp. 37-90;
0. M. Sivash, < flwraHHH LepAaBHOro cyBepeHiTTy B po6oiax yueHHX-MiA(HapoLIHHKiB XapKiBctKoro yHiBepcurery
(XIX cT.)> [The Issue of State Sovereignty in the Studies of International Legal Scientists of the Kharkiv University
(the 19th century)], fUpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKaA. 36. HayK. ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works]
(Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2001). - Issue 110. - pp. 17-26; 0. M. Sivash, <CyBepeHiTeT
n upana AiIOLIHH: Hi4TaHHq cHiBBiLHomeHHH> [Sovereignty and Human Rights: Issues of Interrelationships],
Upo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKa. 36. HayK. ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav
the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2010). - Issue 99. - pp. 39-45.
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Assistant Lecturer Tatiana Mykolaivna Anakina defended her candidate disserta-
tion on judicial precedent in EU law>>1 in 2010, has written several publications of
this issue,2 and is teaching several courses: <<International Law>>, <<The Law of the
European Union>>, and <<European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms and Legal Practice>>.
Assistant Lecturer Tetiana Viacheslavivna Komarova defended her candidate
dissertation on the jurisdiction of the European Communities in 2009,3 has writ-
ten a monograph on the jurisdiction of the European Union4 and a number of other
publications.. She teaches <<European Union Law>> and <<European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and Legal Practice>>.
Assistant Lecturer Vitalii Mykolaiovych Sorokun defended his candidate disser-
tation on the international-legal protection of the right to freedom of thought, con-
science, and religion 6 in 2009 and a year later published a monograph under the same
title,' followed by a number of other publications.8 He teaches <<International Law>>
and <<European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms and Legal Practice>>.
ST. M. Anikina, Cylo1nfi npeueLeHT y ipaBi CBponeicbKoro COIO3y [Judiciary Precedent in the European Union
Law] (Kharkiv, 2008). - 19 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
2 T. M. Anikina, <43HaeHHH pinmeHb MiKHapoLIHHX cyLin J1Iq pO3BHTKy MiKHapoLIHOro ipaBa> [The Significance
of Resolutions of International Courts for the Development of International Law], Upo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: aKaq.
36 HayK ip. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of
Ukraine, 2007). - Issue 89. - pp. 200-206; T. M. Anikina, <Oco62nnocTi iqxuJIeHH Blq upI4HU4ny Stare Decisis
cyamu CaponeficbKoro COIO3y> [Special Features of Departure from the Stare Decisis Principle by the European
Union Courts], HlitnpencTBo, rocnolapcTo i upaBo [Enterprise, Economy, and Law], no. 3 (2008), pp. 22-26;
T. M. Anikina, <CiEniHOIIIeHHH upeiuegeHTHo1 upaKTKH cyaiE CaponeicbKoro COIO3y Ta CBponeficbKoro Cygy 3
upaB JIOtXHHH> [The Interrelationships of the Case-Law of the Courts of the European Union and of the European
Court of Human Rights], Hiqnp1encTBo, rocnojapcro i upaBo [Enterprise, Economy, and Law], no. 8 (2008),
p. 145-148.
T. V Komarova, IOpvaclKui Cyly CaponeicbKumx CniBTOapacT [TheJurisdiction of the European Communities]
(Kharkiv, 2009). - 24 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
T. V Komarova, IOpvacJlKuiq Cyly CaponeficbKoro CBpocOIO3y: MOHorpa(i5I [The Jurisdiction of the European
Union Court: Monograph] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2010). - 360 p.
T. V Komarova, <CyA CC y KoHTeKCTi CTaHOBieHHH iHCTHTynihiHOY CHCTeMH CBponeicEKux CniBTOBapacTBE
[The EU Court in the Context of Shaping the Institutional System of the European Communities], HayKoBnfl
EicHH<K YxTopoacbKoro yHiBepcvvrery. Cepiq 4flpaBo [Uzhhorod University Scientific Herald. Collection
<Law>]. - Issue 10 (2008). - pp. 130-134; T. V Komarova, <PinmeHHH Cyly CaponeficbKux CniBroBapcrB:
nr4TaHHI cylonoro aKTI4Ei3My> [Judgments of the European Communities: Issues of Judiciary Activism], Upo6nemu
3aKOHHOCTi: pecn. MiA(EiLI. HayK. 36. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Republican Interdepartmental Scientific
Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2008). - Issue 94. - pp. 232-238; T. V Komarova,
<Pa3BHTe Cyom EsponeilcKoro COIO3a KoHeHHH cyBepeHHTeTa YocynlapcT - uieHOB EC> [Development
of the Concept of Sovereignty of the EU Member-Sates by the European Union Court], UpaBonbie upo6nembI
onpenlesieH4.I 14 peannH3auH rocylapcTeHHoro cyBepeHHTeTa Ha COBpeMeHHOM 3Talle: MOHorpa(1i5 [Legal Issues
of State Sovereignty Determination and Realization: Monograph] / edited by A. K. Scovikov, I. V. Yakoviuk (M.:
LLC 4NIPKTS Voshod - A>, 2010), pp. 188-208; T. V Komarova, < C4poneicibKa cucreMa 3aXHCTy upaB A1IOIHHH:
CyI CaponeficbKoro COIO3y Ta HaUiOHaJIbHi cy114 i EcTaHOBJIeHH iHTerpaniiHoro ipaBa> [The European System
of Human Rights Protection], in V. V. Komarov (ed.), D. D. Luspenyk, P. I. Radchenko, HO30BHe uposaPKeHHq:
MoHorpa(1i [Action Proceeding: Monograph] (Kharkiv: Pravo, 2011), pp. 88-144.
6 V. M. Sokorn, MiXHapoAHI-uipanoJi141 3X4CT Ipaa Ha CBO60Jy COBiCTi T BipocIosiBaHHH [International Legal
Protection of the Right to the Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion] (Kharkiv, 2009). - 18 p. (abstract
diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
V. M. Sokomn, MixHapojiHO -upan0E4i 3ax4CT upana Ha CBo6oy COBiCTi Ta Bipocnoi1EaHH [International Legal
Protection of the Right to the Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion] (Kharkiv: Konstanta, 2010). - 252 p.
8 V M. Sokorun, <43araIbHonpaBosi cTaHaprm upana Ha CBo60Jy BipocnoiLiaHHI B MiA(HapoLIHOMy ipaBi> [The
General Legal Standards of the Right to Freedom of Conscience in International Law], AKTyaJbHi upo6nemu
LepAmaBHoro ynpaBJIiHH: 36. HayK. rip. [Current Issues of State Government: Collected Scientific Works]
(Kharkiv, 2008), no. 1 (33), pp. 129-137; V. M. Sokomn, <P03BH4T0K upana Ha CBo6oy COBiCTi ii BipocnomiLiaHHH B
yHiBepcabHOMy MiHapoLHOMy upam 3 aciB upHHHHTTH 3aratbHY leKjapauil upaB AI0LIHHH> [Development of
the Right to the Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion Since the Approval of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights], Upo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: pecn. MiABi4. HayK. 36. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Republican
Interdepartmental Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2008). - Issue 99. -
pp. 220-227.
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Assistant Lecturer Ilkin Sagalat Ogly Nurullayev defended his candidate disser-
tation on international-legal collaboration within the Council of Europe system of
counteracting corruption' in 2008 and a year later published his monograph under
the same title2 and subsequently several other publications.3 He teaches several
courses: <<International Law>> and <<The Law of the European Union>>.
In the international public law sphere, lecturers of the Chair are involved in issues
of ensuring international peace and security, international legal personality, sources
of international law, collaboration of States in the sphere of human rights and free-
doms, the legal foundations of the functioning of the European Union, international
criminal law, international humanitarian law, the legal foundations of the formation
of a new legal order, among others. The manual on international law4 prepared by
the chair in 2005 and re-issued several times (in 2006 and 2008), received an award
at the VI All-Ukrainian competition of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine for the best
legal publication. Regularly updated are the collections of normative acts compiled
by the faculty of the chair, among them documentary collections of international laws
and on the foundations of European Union law.6 The Chair is completing the devel-
opment of electronic educational and methodological complex of the international
law course that contains materials with hyperlinks to normative acts and doctrinal
sources, and additional materials, including the curriculum of the course, the norma-
tive acts, the bibliography, the questions for self-study, the thesaurus, as well as the
tests to be taken online by students.
The faculty members of the Chair regularly take part in scientific conferences,
seminars, and round table discussions organized in Ukraine and abroad. The Chair
is continually involved in lawmaking and law enforcement activities of State agen-
cies; lecturers are preparing draft laws and amendments to legislation and respond to
queries related to the application of international law norms.
The Chair follows the research work of student scientific societies. Since 2004,
following the death of Professor V. Semenov, who had spent several decades super-
vising the international law circle, it has been headed by Oksana Senatorova. In
2005 the team of the circle was the winner of the annual national competition in
international humanitarian law organized under the aegis of the International Red
1 I S. 0. Numuaiev, MixHapopHO-npaBone cninpo6iTH4UTBO B CHCTeMi Paju Caporni y 6opoTm6i 3 KOpyniuieI
[International Legal Collaboration Within the Council of Europe System of Counteraction to Corruption] (Kharkiv,
2008). - 20 p. (abstract diss. kand. iurid. nauk).
2 . S. 0. Numlaiev, MixHapoTHO-npaBone cninpo6iTH4UTBO B CHCTeMi Paju Caponi y 6opotb6i 3 KOpyniuieI
[International Legal Collaboration Within the Council of Europe System of Counteraction to Corruption] (K.:
Alerta, 2009). - 160 p.
3 I. S. 0. Numlaiev, < KoHTpoIbHVii MexaHi3M PaH CBponi y c( epi 3aHo6iraHH Kopynhuif> [The Control Mechanism
of the Council of Europe in the Sphere of Prevention of Corruption], Ipo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: pecH. Mi%BAi. Hay.
36. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Republican Interdepartmental Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the
Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2008). - Issue 93. - pp. 204-208; L. S. 0. Numlaiev, < YhpaiHa B MiXHapHO-
upaEOEOMy cninpo6iTHHUTBi no 60porb6i 3 KopynuiemO> [Ukraine in International Legal Collaboration in Fighting
against Corruption], flpo6neMH 3aKOHHOCTi: pecn. MiA(Bi. HayK. 36. [Problems of Legitimacy: Collected Republican
Interdepartmental Scientific Works] (Kharkiv: Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy of Ukraine, 2008). - Issue 95. -
Vp. 
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M. V. Buromenskyi (ed.), Mi>Hapo0mHe ipaBo: HaB. Hoci6. [International Law: Manual] (K.: Yunikom-Inter,
2005). - 336 p.
5 M. V. Buromenskyi (ed.) et al, MiXHapopHe npaBo B aoKymeHTaX [International Law in the Documents] (Kharkiv,
2003). - 376 p.; M. V. Buromenskyi (ed.) et al, MiXHapopHe npaBo B joKymeHTaX [International Law in the
Documents] (Kharkiv: Machulin, 2006). - 408 p.
6 M. . Buromenskyi (ed.), OcHOBH upana CaponeficbKoro COo3y: HopMaTHBHi MaTepiauin [Fundamentals of the
European Union Law: Normative materials] (Kharkiv: Yashma, 2005). - 236 p.; M. . Buromenskyi (ed.), OcHOBH
upana CaponeficbKoro COo3y: HopMaT4BHi MaTepiaJi [Fundamentals of the European Union Law: Normative mate-
rials] (Kharkiv: <FINN>, 2006). - 392 p.
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Cross Committee (IRCC), and the following year, in 2006, the Chair and the circle
members hosted this competition at the Academy. Members of the circle participated
regularly in many moot court competitions and took first place in such events as the
Jessup, Telders, Willem Vis, International Asylum Law Moot Court Competitions,
and Central and Eastern European Moot Court Competitions. Every year members
of the circle take part in various conferences and seminars, both in Ukraine and
abroad (Russia, Belarus, Armenia, Poland, Canada, Hungary, and elsewhere). This
circle holds membership in the International Law Students Association (ILSA) and
has been collaborating for a long time with the International Red Cross Committee
(IRCC) and with other human rights legal advocacy organizations. Many circle
members who graduated from the Academy are continuing their education in foreign
countries (Sweden, the Netherlands, and Poland), and the best graduates join the
faculty members of the Chair.
The European Law circle was established at the chair in 2008 under the super-
vision of Olesia Tragniuk. Its students are working in various areas of Council of
Europe law, European Union law, and the constitutional law of European States.
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